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The family of membrane-associated guanylate
kinase (MAGUK) scaffold proteins comprises mem-
bers that function at neuronal synapses, tight junc-
tions, immunological synapses, and neutrophil mem-
branes. Through their multiple domains, MAGUKs
organize events of signal transduction, cell adhesion,
and molecular trafficking. Here, we use nuclear
magnetic resonance, small-angle X-ray scattering,
and Rosetta modeling to reveal the structural prefer-
ences and interdomain dynamics of theMAGUK core
(PDZ3-SH3-guanylate kinase) from postsynaptic
density-95 (PSD-95), the best known MAUGK. PSD-
95 is highly abundant in the postsynaptic density of
excitatory neurons and is responsible for coupling
glutamate receptorswith internal postsynaptic struc-
tures. These solution-based studies show that the
MAGUK core PDZ domain (PDZ3) interacts directly
with the SH3domain via its canonical peptide binding
groove, with the connecting linker serving as an
adhesive. This weak interaction, however, is dynamic
and weakened further by PDZ3 ligands and linker
phosphorylation, suggesting that domain dynamics
may be central to MAGUK function.
INTRODUCTION
Membrane-associated guanylate kinases (MAGUKs) are scaf-
fold proteins that organize events of signal transduction, cell
adhesion, and molecular trafficking at specialized cell-cell junc-
tions such as synapses and tight junctions (Funke et al., 2005;
Good et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2011). They are comprised of
multiple protein-protein interacting domains connected by vari-
able length linkers and are defined by a signature PDZ-SH3-
GK domain sequence (PDZ, PSD-95/Discs Large/ZO-1; SH3,
Src homology 3; GK, nonenzymatic guanylate kinase domain)
(see, for example, Figure 1A). Most MAGUKs contain three
N-terminal PDZ domains, followed by a structurally intact
SH3-GK ‘‘module’’ (McGee et al., 2001; Tavares et al., 2001;
Funke et al., 2005), as exemplified by postsynaptic density-95
(PSD-95), zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1), and their paralogs.
Although previously thought to exist as separate domains402 Structure 21, 402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rightethered by inert linkers, scaffold proteins such as MAGUKs
are now thought to actively regulate interactions through
coordinated function of their different domains (Alexa et al.,
2010; Good et al., 2011). The preferred conformations of
MAGUK scaffolds will therefore be required to understand
how these proteins carry out their biological functions. More
generally, a thorough understanding of signal transduction
mechanisms will require specific structural knowledge of the
domain movements and dynamic interactions of scaffolds.
PSD-95 (also SAP90/Dlg4) is the best known MAGUK. It plays
an important role in synaptic plasticity, a key behavior central to
learning and memory, and it resides in the postsynaptic density
(PSD) region of excitatory synapses, located just under the post-
synaptic membrane (Kim and Sheng, 2004; Elias and Nicoll,
2007). It is one of the most abundant proteins in the PSD and
a primary determinant of PSD stability. Through its five domains,
it interacts with at least 30 proteins (Kim and Sheng, 2004) (the
current count is probably >50), and one of its principal functions
is to determine the number of AMPA-type glutamate receptors at
the postsynaptic membrane (Elias and Nicoll, 2007). Decreased
levels of functional PSD-95 are associated with autism spectrum
disorders (ASDs) (Elias et al., 2006; Feyder et al., 2010) and
disorders of the central nervous system such as Alzheimer’s
disease and neuropathic pain (Gardoni et al., 2009), and most
recently PSD-95 has been identified as a promising target for
the treatment of stroke (Cook et al., 2012). PSD-95 has also
recently been identified as an active scaffold in vascular smooth
muscle cells in cerebral arteries, suggesting amuch broader bio-
logical role (Greenwood, 2011; Joseph et al., 2011). Despite its
central importance in synaptic function, no structures of three-
domain (or larger) fragments of PSD-95 have been determined
in crystals or in aqueous solution. The structure of the SH3-GK
two-domain fragment has been determined, as have the indi-
vidual PDZ domains (as well as PDZ1-PDZ2) (Doyle et al.,
1996; Morais Cabral et al., 1996; McGee et al., 2001; Tavares
et al., 2001; Long et al., 2003).
The structural features of PSD-95 and its MAGUK homologs
are important for several reasons. (1) Consistent with an active
role in regulating protein-protein interactions, interdomain allo-
stery has been observed in PSD-95 and some other PSD-95
family MAGUKs (dDlg1, PSD-93, SAP97) (Brenman et al.,
1998; Wu et al., 2000; Qian and Prehoda, 2006). In the case of
dDlg1, PDZ3 is required for binding of the GK domain to its
downstream partner, GukHolder (Qian and Prehoda, 2006).
However, in PSD-95, the role of PDZ3 inverts such that its pres-
ence inhibits GK binding to MAP1a (Brenman et al., 1998). It ists reserved
Figure 1. SAXS Modeling of the MAGUK Core of PSD-95
(A) Domain architecture of the PSD-95 MAGUK core. The sequence of the PDZ3-SH3 linker is shown.
(B) Radius of gyration distributions of apo and CRIPT-bound PSG.
(C and D) The selected ensemble of conformers for (C) apo PSG and (D) CRIPT-bound PSG. The component domains are colored using the same scheme as in
(A). The residues in the MAP1a binding site are indicated by magenta spheres.
See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Dynamic Structure of PDZ-SH3-GK from PSD-95interesting that, in dDlg1, the allostery between PDZ3 and GK
was shown to be sensitive to the composition of the linker
bridging the PDZ3 and SH3 domains (the ‘‘PS’’ linker) (Qian
and Prehoda, 2006). (2) PSD-95 has been observed by electron
microscope tomography to be positioned in arrays of vertical
filaments ‘‘hanging down’’ from the postsynaptic membrane
(Chen et al., 2008). This contrasts with previous detection of
a ‘‘C-shaped’’ conformation of PSD-95 that was observed
from electronmicroscopy (Nakagawa et al., 2004). Nevertheless,
the overall path length of PSD-95 would be significantly different
if the domains contact one another (short length) versus a fully
extendedmolecule in which the two primary linkers are stretched
(long length). Such details may be important for constructing
a three-dimensional model of the PSD (Gold, 2012). We hypoth-
esize that different molecular lengths would transmit different
signals in various environmental contexts of the PSD. (3) PSD-
95 has roughly a dozen known phosphorylation sites, and the
presence and lifetime of phosphorylation may be dependent
on PSD-95 conformation and vice versa.
Given these considerations, gaining structural knowledge of
MAGUK cores will advance our understanding of their functional
mechanisms. To date, there has been only one MAGUK, ZO-1,
for which a structure has been solved for the PSG (PDZ3-SH3-
GK) MAGUK core fragment (Nomme et al., 2011; Pan et al.,Structure 21,2011). Relative to many other MAGUKs, ZO-1 has an unusually
short PS linker of only several amino acids, which may have
assisted crystallization. We note that, although recently a struc-
tural model of PSG from PSD-95 was reported (McCann et al.,
2012), the structural restraints used were obtained from PSG in
phospholipid vesicles; thus, a structural model of PSG in solution
is highly desirable. As mentioned earlier, the PS linker has been
shown to mediate interdomain allostery, and it may introduce
additional interdomain flexibility into the PSG. It has recently
been pointed out that the ‘‘structures’’ of multidomain proteins
are likely to be more complex than those of single-domain
proteins (Tompa, 2012). Rather than occupying a single domi-
nant conformation, multidomain proteins are often intrinsically
flexible, with individual domains dynamically sampling several
or more positions and/or orientations. To describe more accu-
rately the role of structure (and dynamics) in these proteins,
Tompa has proposed the term ‘‘supertertiary structure’’ to indi-
cate that a multidomain protein may take on multiple discrete,
or a spectrum of, relevant conformations that coexist and inter-
change at equilibrium (Tompa, 2012). This concept applies to
PSD-95 and many other MAGUKs. The goal of this study is to
gain insight into the supertertiary structure of the PSG MAGUK
core in PSD-95 and how it is modulated by binding or signaling
events.402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 403
Structure
Dynamic Structure of PDZ-SH3-GK from PSD-95Here, we used a combination of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and Rosetta
computational modeling to characterize the supertertiary struc-
ture of the PSG core fragment from PSD-95, including the
PDZ3-SH3 linker, in the absence of any PSD-95 ligands. In solu-
tion, the PDZ domain favors an orientation where the ligand
binding site faces the SH3 domain, yet there is intrinsic flexibility
between PDZ3 and the SH3-GK module. The ‘‘dynamic associ-
ation’’ of PDZ3 with SH3-GK suggests that the PSG region of
PSD-95 may be capable of functioning through a variety of
interdomain configurations. Using a restraint-driven FloppyTail
(Kleiger et al., 2009) routine in Rosetta, we identified one
particularly interesting mode of interdomain association, in
which PDZ3 directly binds the central region of the PDZ3-SH3
linker, in addition to other PDZ-SH3 contacts. This offers amech-
anism of dynamic association between domains that may be
present in other MAGUK scaffolds.
RESULTS
SAXS Modeling of the MAGUK Core of PSD-95
The MAGUK core (PSG fragment) from PSD-95 used in this
study spans residues 304–724. Although the SH3 and GK
domains form a single structural unit with only a few residues
connecting these domains (McGee et al., 2001), the PDZ3
domain is separated from SH3 by an 25 residue linker
presumed to be flexible (Figure 1A). We used SAXS to gain
insight into the relative positioning of the domains from the
PSG fragment in solution. Scattering data from PSG were
collected both for the apo form as well as when bound to
a peptide derived from cysteine-rich PDZ-binding protein
(CRIPT), a well-characterized PDZ3 ligand (Niethammer et al.,
1998) (Figure S1A available online). Because high-resolution
structures were available for PDZ3 and the SH3-GK domains,
rigid-body modeling was used to interpret the SAXS data. Use
of single conformers (single interdomain orientations between
PDZ3 and SH3-GK) did not result in satisfactory fits to the scat-
tering curves (Figure S1B). By contrast, use of the ensemble
optimization method (EOM), which generates structural ensem-
bles (Bernado´ et al., 2007), yielded excellent fits (Figures S1C
and S1D). Application of the EOM procedure yields the proba-
bility distribution of the radius of gyration (Rg) and a selected
ensemble of conformers from best fitting. For apo PSG, the Rg
distribution contained three species: a highly populated group
with an intermediate Rg of 29.5 A˚, a minor group with a compact
Rg of 25 A˚, and a second minor group with an extended Rg of
36 A˚ (Figure 1B). Although three species were also identified in
CRIPT-bound PSG, the Rg distribution was distinct from the
apo (Figure 1B). Specifically, the populations of the compact
and intermediate species were decreased, while the population
of the extended species increased. In addition, relative to apo
PSG, the peak positions of CRIPT-bound PSG were shifted to
larger Rg values. These results indicate that PSG exists as
a diverse structural ensemble, consistent with the notion of
supertertiary structure, that can be expanded by CRIPT binding.
The selected ensembles of apo and CRIPT-bound conformers
give amore vivid picture of theMAGUK core (Figures 1C and 1D).
In the apo state, the most highly populated species shows PDZ3
docked against part of the SH3 domain, with a high degree of404 Structure 21, 402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righproximity to the Hook subdomain (residues 490–522), which is
inserted into the SH3 but extends away from it (McGee et al.,
2001). For the most compact minor species, the GK domain
directly interacts with PDZ3, which docks to the opposite face
of the MAP1a binding groove (Figure 1C). Upon CRIPT binding,
PDZ3 was evenly distributed around the SH3 domain, and the
three species identified in the apo state tend to merge together,
although overall PDZ3 appears to have a slightly greater distance
from SH3-GK (Figure 1D). Due to the spherical shape of PDZ3,
it was not possible to determine the orientation of PDZ3 relative
to SH3-GK within these models. Regardless, these specific
conformer models should be viewed only as possible samples
of conformations consistent with the SAXS data (Bernado´
et al., 2007).
PDZ3 Is Not Docked into the MAP1a Binding Groove
of GK
The structural and dynamic nature of the PSGMAGUK core was
further characterized by NMR. In the 15N transverse relaxation
optimized spectroscopy-heteronuclear single quantum correla-
tion (TROSY-HSQC) spectrum of PSG, the resonances of
PDZ3 dominate the spectrum and can be easily identified from
an overlay of the HSQC spectrum from isolated PDZ3 (Fig-
ure S2A). The average peak intensity of PDZ3 (0.21) is much
larger than that of SH3-GK (0.08) (Figure 2A), indicating that
PDZ3 reorients in solution more rapidly than SH3-GK. Thus,
even though SAXS suggests that PDZ3 contacts SH3-GK,
PDZ3 is clearly not rigidly locked against the SH3-GK ‘‘domain,’’
and therefore the PSD-95 MAGUK core is intrinsically unstable.
Of particular interest is whether PDZ3 can block the binding
groove of GK, which has been shown to bind to microtubule-
associating protein 1a (MAP1a) (Reese et al., 2007). Such a direct
interaction would immediately suggest a mechanism for interdo-
main communication between PDZ3 and GK (see Discussion).
Even though the EOM ensemble did not show PDZ3 binding to
the GK groove, we wanted to probe this further with a more
definitive, higher resolution approach. In order for us to use para-
magnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) to test for proximity of
the MAP1a binding site on GK to PDZ3, Y604 in the MAP1a
binding sitewasmutated to cysteine for attachment of a nitroxide
spin label (MTSL) (Clore and Iwahara, 2009). The PRE is sensitive
up to 25 A˚, which makes it particularly useful for building struc-
tures of multidomain proteins. Spectra were acquired with para-
magnetic MTSL and for the diamagnetic state (after quenching
with ascorbic acid). The PREs taken from HSQC peak intensities
of para- and diamagnetic samples, referred to here as ‘‘iPREs’’
(iPRE = 1  Ipara/Idia), indicate proximity between the spin label
and the amide proton of interest, with a value of 0 corresponding
to low proximity (>25 A˚) and values approaching 1 indicating high
proximity. Attachment of MTSL to C604 resulted in iPRE values
close to 0 (Figure 2B), indicating that PDZ3 is distant to the
MAP1a binding groove.
PDZ3 Contacts the SH3 Domain via Its Canonical Ligand
Binding Surface
NMR was further used to determine whether PDZ3 has
a preferred orientation for interaction with SH3-GK. Because
there appears to be minimal interaction with GK, experiments
were primarily carried out on a PDZ3-SH3 construct (seets reserved
Figure 3. CSPs of PDZ3 upon Addition of SH3 Domain
Chemical shifts were compared between PDZ3-SH3 and PDZ3 constructs to
map the PDZ3-SH3 interface on to PDZ3.
(A) Histogram of chemical shift perturbations.
(B) Mapping of CSPs on to PDZ3 (Protein Data Bank code: 1BFE). The
magnitudes of CSP are shown in color scale from blue (small) to red (large).
Residues for which data are unavailable are shown in gray. The PDZ3 reso-
nances in PDZ3-SH3 construct were assigned based on isolated PDZ3304–427
assignments. Residues that cannot be assigned were moved to the nearest
peaks. CSPs were calculated using 0.1jDu15Nj+ jDu1Hj.
Figure 2. PDZ3 Is Dynamic and Distant from the MAP1a Peptide
Binding Groove
(A) HSQC peak intensities of PDZ3-SH3-GK. The PDZ3 resonances were
assigned based on isolated PDZ3304–427 and are plotted in the correct residue
order. The residues not assigned in the spectrum were assumed to be from
SH3-GK domain and are shown in random order. The black bars indicate the
average peak intensities of PDZ3 (0.21) and SH3-GK (0.80).
(B) iPREs (1  Ipara/Idia) for PDZ3 residues in Y604C PDZ3-SH3-GK. iPREs
(ranging from 0 to 1, with 1 corresponding to bleaching of signal) were
measured with MTSL spin label placed at residue 604 (after mutation to
cysteine) within the GK domain. Error bars are SDs propagated from uncer-
tainties in peak intensities estimated from base plane noise.
See also Figure S2A.
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Dynamic Structure of PDZ-SH3-GK from PSD-95Experimental Procedures) to simplify HSQC-based analysis.
Peaks from the HSQC of PDZ3 alone overlay closely with those
from PDZ3-SH3 (similar to Figure S2A), allowing peaks from
PDZ3 to be readily assigned. The chemical shift perturbations
(CSPs) due to the presence of SH3 were modest, consistent
with a weak interdomain interaction. Nevertheless, significant
CSPs were observed around the peptide binding groove and
the b2/b3 loop of PDZ3 (Figures 3A and 3B), suggesting that
PDZ3 interacts (directly or indirectly) with SH3 via its C-terminal
peptide recognition groove.
The interdomain positioning of PDZ3 and SH3 was further
refined using iPREs. MTSL spin label was placed at the nativeStructure 21,cysteine at position 445, which lies at the surface of the SH3
domain, directed away from the GK domain and facing the
Hook subdomain (McGee et al., 2001). Consistent with the
CSP pattern, strong iPREs were clustered around the PDZ3
peptide binding groove (Figure 4A). This result also suggests
that the peptide binding groove faces the SH3 domain, providing
direct evidence for how these domains interact. In addition to the
dominant perturbation around the peptide binding groove,
subtle perturbation was also observed at the opposite side of
PDZ3, which may result from residual interdomain flexibility in
PDZ3-SH3. These data are consistent with the EOM-SAXS
analysis and point to a dynamic interaction between PDZ3
and SH3-GK: While there is a heterogeneous ensemble of
interdomain positions, the dominant configuration is for PDZ3
contacting the SH3-GK module via its ligand binding groove.402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 405
Figure 4. Effects of CRIPT Binding and Linker Substitution on PDZ3
and SH3 Packing
(A and B) iPREs detected in PDZ3 were measured with MTSL spin label placed
at C445 within the SH3 domain for (A) apo PDZ3-SH3 and (B) CRIPT-bound
PDZ3-SH3. The magnitudes of perturbation are shown using color scale from
blue (small) to red (large). Residues for which data were unavailable are shown
in gray.
See also Figure S3.
Structure
Dynamic Structure of PDZ-SH3-GK from PSD-95CRIPT Binding or Linker Replacement Disrupts
the PDZ3-SH3 Interaction
iPREs were also used to gain residue-level insight into structural
changes brought about by CRIPT binding to PDZ3. Addition of
CRIPT peptide to PDZ3-SH3 with MTSL at position 445 signifi-
cantly reduced the iPREs at residues proximal to the PDZ3
peptide binding groove (Figure 4B; Figures S3A and S3D), indi-
cating movement of this binding site away from the SH3 spin
label, consistent with EOM-SAXS. However, we noticed small
increases in iPREs at sites on the opposite face of PDZ3, sug-
gesting that, in addition to general movement of the PDZ binding
site away from SH3, CRIPT binding also serves to rotate PDZ3 to
bring other residues slightly closer, on average, to SH3.
Previous work by Prehoda and colleagues on the Drosophila
PSD-95 homolog Dlg1 demonstrated that the linker between
PDZ3 and SH3 mediates interdomain allostery between PDZ3
and the GK domain (Qian and Prehoda, 2006). We made analo-
gous Gly-Ser substitutions in residues 396–401 and 411–424 in
the linker of our PDZ3-SH3 construct (PDZ3-SH3-D1D2) to ask
if the linker is merely a passive tether or plays a specific role in
MAGUK core structure. From iPRE measurements on PDZ3-
SH3-D1D2, replacement of these linker residues has a near-
identical effect to CRIPT binding, reducing iPREs at the binding
face and reorienting PDZ3 relative to SH3 (Figure S3). Thus, both406 Structure 21, 402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righCRIPT binding and linker replacement disrupt the weak, but
specific, interaction of PDZ3 and SH3-GK.
Rosetta Modeling of the PSG MAGUK Core
To generate a higher-resolution structural model of the primary
mode of interaction between PDZ3 and SH3-GK than our EOM
analysis provided, we sought to use Rosetta (Leaver-Fay et al.,
2011) to identify domain conformers consistent with the CSP
and PRE data. One important consideration for this PSG
construct from PSD-95, and likely for many of its homologs
(Qian and Prehoda, 2006), is that the25 residue linker (Figure 1)
confers stability to the PDZ3-SH3 interaction. To model this flex-
ible linker, we used the FloppyTail subroutine (Kleiger et al.,
2009) of Rosetta, which enables conformational sampling of flex-
ible sequences of modest length. The crystal structures of PDZ3
(Doyle et al., 1996) and SH3-GK (McGee et al., 2001) were used
as input for rigid-body modeling in conjunction with linker
sampling via FloppyTail. CSPs and R2 relaxation PREs (rPREs;
see Experimental Procedures) read out on PDZ3 amide reso-
nances provided experimental constraints to guide modeling of
the interaction. For the rPREs, MTSL was placed at residue
C445 and at a cysteine introduced at W499, yielding 36 distance
constraints for which PRE effects were observed. Docking of
PDZ3 and linker on to the SH3-GK crystal structure was carried
out in two rounds of FloppyTail in which the top scoring models
from the first round were used to seed the second round (see
Experimental Procedures). The top ten structures from distinct
seeds from the second round are shown in Figure 5 to represent
the ensemble.
Within the ensemble of PSG conformations, PDZ3 shows very
similar positioning and orientation with respect to SH3 (Figure 5).
As expected, the C-terminal peptide binding groove of PDZ3
(shown in red) faces the SH3 domain. It is interesting that
contacts are made to both the canonical portion of the SH3
domain and the inserted Hook subdomain. The ten-residue
a helix from the Hook subdomain runs parallel to a2 from
PDZ3, with proximity to b2 of PDZ3 but leaving room for linker
residues to ‘‘wedge’’ in, as is observed in several members of
the ensemble (Figure 5B). The loops coming out of the a2 and
Hook subdomain helices also make contacts in these models.
The other point of contact observed frequently is that residues
at the C terminus of a3 from PDZ3 interact with bC and bD
from the SH3 domain. Specifically, contacts are made between
I404 and a hydrophobic patch defined byW470, F447, and F487.
The linker conformations in the ensemble are more variable, with
the linker either lying between PDZ3 and SH3 (discussed later) or
falling completely out of this interdomain pocket (Figure 5).
These models support an overall compact arrangement of
PSG domains in PSD-95 and indicate that the active site of
PDZ3 binds protein ligands not only intermolecularly but also
intramolecularly for domain assembly. Finally, the involvement
of the PDZ3 active site in the interdomain interaction shows
how binding of CRIPT peptide displaces SH3-GK resulting in
the more expanded form (Figure 1B).
A particularly interesting binding mode was present in some of
the lowest energy models. In this mode, the active site of PDZ3
binds the linker, which exits from the C terminus of a3 and
extends toward the PDZ3 binding groove before folding back
to extend in the direction of the b-barrel of the SH3 domaints reserved
Figure 5. Rosetta Modeling of the PSG Fragment from PSD-95
(A) Side view of PSG from constraint-based Rosetta modeling, with all 10 members of the ensemble superimposed on SH3-GK. PDZ3 is shown in green; PDZ3-
SH3 linker, in yellow; SH3, in cyan; Hook, in magenta; GK, in gray; and the PDZ3 ligand binding site is shown in red. The residues on MAP1a binding groove are
shown in blue spheres. (B) and (C) use the same color scheme.
(B) Top view of PSG.
(C) Docking of the PDZ3-SH3 linker into the PDZ3 peptide binding groove. The PDZ3 peptide binding pocket is shown as gray surface. The M412 side chain is
docked into the hydrophobic pocket of PDZ3. This was a very high scoring model, although not a member of the ensemble shown in (A) and (B).
See Figures S4 and S5.
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Dynamic Structure of PDZ-SH3-GK from PSD-95(Figure 5). In the conformations of the ensemble shown in Figures
5A and 5B, fourmodels exhibit this linker bindingmode topology.
From the larger ensemble, we identified multiple well-scoring
instances of this binding mode, as exemplified by the model
shown in Figure 5C. In this model, the hydrophobic side chains
of L411-M412, which sit in the central portion of the linker, insert
into the PDZ ligand binding pocket. Another feature of this model
is that S415 and S418, which have been shown to be phosphor-
ylated (Ballif et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011), are in proximity to
three consecutive, negatively charged SH3 residues (D467,
E468, and E469), suggesting a possible mechanism for phos-
phorylation-induced disruption of the PDZ3-SH3 interaction
(Zhang et al., 2011).
To test whether L411 and M412 within the linker stabilize the
association of PDZ3 with SH3-GK, both residues were mutated
to alanine. For direct comparison to the effect of phosphomi-
micking mutations at residues Y397, S415, and S418 (Zhang
et al., 2011), we measured 15N T2 relaxation times of the
L411A/M412A PDZ3-SH3 construct. These two mutations had
a very similar effect to the triple phosphomimic, as evidenced
by a 10–15 ms increase in 15N T2 over wild-type/unphosphory-
lated PDZ3-SH3 (Figure S4). This indicates an increased rate
of tumbling of PDZ3 and supports the hypothesis that binding
of the LM linkermotif mediates the dynamic association between
PDZ3 and SH3-GK. However, despite the apparent increased
domain freedom in this LM double mutant, significant changes
in PDZ3 resonances were not observed due to the mutations.
Thus, the mechanism for increased domain freedom may have
more subtle origins than suggested by individual structural
models.
Dramatic Interdomain Flexibility of SH3, GK, and Hook
Subdomains
Even though the SH3-GK module was treated as a rigid body in
both SAXS and Rosetta-basedmodeling, high B factors (McGeeStructure 21,et al., 2001; Tavares et al., 2001), broadening of NMR signals
(Reese et al., 2007), and regions of low sequence homology
within PSD subfamily and other MAGUK proteins suggest that
considerable flexibility exists within regions of this structural
unit. Given that the Hook subdomain may confer differential
functions on MAGUKs, we decided to use the iPRE to charac-
terize flexibility within SH3-(Hook)-GK.
As probes of the Hook subdomain, the indole NH signals of
W499 and W507 were monitored upon introduction of paramag-
netic MTSL at three cysteine positions in the PSG construct:
C445, Y604C, and S696C (Figure 6A). In each case, the intense
HSQC peaks from the two tryptophans in the absence of a
paramagnetic center (Figure 6B) were obliterated in the pres-
ence of a paramagnetic center (Figures 6C–6E; Figure S2B).
Such dramatic iPREs requires distances shorter than 12 A˚ (Clore
and Iwahara, 2009). The tryptophan-to-MTSL distances based
on the crystal structure (1KJW) range from 23 to 48 A˚ (Figure 6A).
Thus, the only way by which W499 at the C-terminal portion of
the helix and W507 in the following flexible region can be
bleached by MTSL from all three sites is if the entire helix and
Hook ‘‘finger’’ dramatically and dynamically extends over an
entire hemisphere of the SH3-GK module. This most likely
requires unwinding of the Hook helix, which underscores the
dynamic nature of the PDZ3-SH3(-Hook) interaction. This may
be further assisted by relative motions of SH3 and GK subdo-
mains, which have been proposed to undergo an open-to-close
transition (Reese et al., 2007), as well as additional GK lid
motions (Johnston et al., 2011).
DISCUSSION
A mechanistic understanding of how PSD-95 and other MAGUK
proteins orchestrate signaling events among a wide spectrum of
interacting proteins is currently not known. An important step in
this direction is therefore to gain structural insight into either402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 407
Figure 6. Dramatic Flexibility of the Hook Subdomain in PSD-95
(A) PREs were monitored at W507 and W499 within the Hook subdomain for
MTSL placed at various locations within SH3-GK. Those sites (residues 445,
604, and 696) and the two tryptophan probes are mapped on to the crystal
structure of SH3-GK (1KJW). The MTSL labeling sites C445, S696C, and
Y604C are shown as red spheres, andW507 andW499 are indicated by sticks.
The Hook domain is shown in magenta. Residues responsible for MAP1a
binding are shown in magenta, except Y604. The distances between labeling
centers and observation sites are denoted by black lines.
(B) Overlay of the indole NH region of HSQC spectra of W507C (green) and
W499C (blue) PSG constructs, allowing the two peaks to be assigned asW499
and W507, respectively. The horizontal line indicates the position of the 1D
slices are shown in (C) through (E).
(C–E) Paramagnetic (black) and diamagnetic (red) 1D slices taken through the
center of the two indole resonance positions are superimposed to show the
PRE effect onW499 andW507 by spin-labeling at (C) C445, (D) Y604C, and (E)
S696C.
See Figure S2B.
Figure 7. Schematic Model of the MAGUK Core
Schematic models of the PSG MAGUK core of PSD-95 in the apo state
(top), bound to CRIPT ligand (middle), and phosphorylated in the PS linker
(bottom).
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Dynamic Structure of PDZ-SH3-GK from PSD-95discrete multidomain assemblies or, minimally, to identify pre-
ferred orientations of domains with respect to one another.
Such information will ultimately be needed to construct a three-
dimensional model of the PSD (Gold, 2012). Here, we report
solution-based data on the structural and dynamic features of408 Structure 21, 402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righthe MAGUK core domains (PDZ3-SH3-GK, or PSG) of PSD-95.
Incorporation of site-specific NMR data enabled the construc-
tion, via Rosetta, of a model of the MAGUK core. Although the
core domains are intrinsically highly dynamic, the structural
ensemble shows PDZ3 binding to SH3 (including the Hook sub-
domain), resulting in a predominantly elongated configuration
of the core domains which is shown schematically in Figure 7.
‘‘Dynamic Order’’ in the MAGUK Core of PSD-95
Both the SAXS and NMR data indicate that the PSG fragment of
PSD-95 is not a rigid assembly of three domains, but rather thatts reserved
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This dynamic interdomain association may explain why there
has been no crystal structure of a PSG fragment (including our
own efforts). We note that other ‘‘dynamic interactions’’ between
proteins have been reported recently (Tompa and Fuxreiter,
2008; Mittag et al., 2010; Ahmad et al., 2011; Brzovic et al.,
2011; Park et al., 2011; Jankowski et al., 2012). The NMR data
were critical for showing that PDZ3 contacts the SH3 and
Hook subdomains via its canonical ligand binding face, as well
as through residues C terminal to the a3 helix.
We chose Rosetta’s FloppyTail routine because it is ideally
suited for modeling the 25 residue linker between PDZ3 and
SH3 (Figure 1A), for which there were no experimental restraints.
We were intrigued to find a significant number of models that
displayed a unique linker topology in which L411, M412, or
both were ‘‘fed’’ into the PDZ3 ligand binding pocket. A relatively
small subset of PDZ domains are known to be capable of binding
internal peptidemotifs (Kim and Sheng, 2004; Funke et al., 2005),
but, to our knowledge, a PDZ domain binding its own connecting
linker has not been observed. From the Rosetta energies of the
docked and undocked linker conformations, it is unclear whether
either conformation is significantly favored over the other,
although the T2 data from the L411A/M412A mutant are consis-
tent with an important role for this section of the linker. Regard-
less of specific conformations sampled, due to the dynamic
nature of this interface, the linker undoubtedly retains significant
residual flexibility and is likely critical in defining the supertertiary
structure of the PSG. We propose here that this linker binding
mode (as well as other potential modes) serves to shorten
the overall length of the C-terminal half of PSD-95. Specifically,
the PDZ domain of the MAGUK core draws itself closer to the
SH3-GK module, stabilizing domain-domain interactions and
sequestering theHook subdomain. This would result in an overall
shortening of the PSD-95 molecule, by as much as 50 A˚
(assuming 2 A˚ for each of the 25 linker residues), and could
serve as a molecular spring that could result in sizable forces
within an array of PSD-95 molecules, as observed in the PSD
(Chen et al., 2008). Furthermore, the interdomain interactions
in these models (linker binding, electrostatic repulsion upon
phosphorylation) suggest specific mechanisms for how CRIPT
binding to PDZ3 and phosphorylation of S415/S418 result in
increased PDZ3 mobility relative to SH3-GK (Zhang et al.,
2011). The high degree of sequence conservation of the linker
within the PSD-95/Dlg family of MAGUKs further underscores
its functional importance. Changing the length of this scaffold
protein may increase tensile forces within the PSD and ultimately
affect morphology.
Comparison to ZO-1 MAGUK Core Structure
The association of PDZ3 with SH3-GK is disrupted when (1)
CRIPT ligand binds to PDZ3, (2) phosphorylation occurs on
Y397, S415, and S418, or (3) the linker is substituted or, at
minimum, L411 and M412 are mutated to alanines. The effect
of CRIPT binding contrasts with what has been observed for
the PSG MAGUK core from ZO-1. The ZO-1 PSG fragment is
the only MAGUK core for which crystal structures exists. Struc-
tures were determined by crystallography for the apo state
(Nomme et al., 2011) and bound to PDZ3 peptide ligands
(Nomme et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2011). The peptides make directStructure 21,contacts with both PDZ3 and SH3 domains and, hence, appear
to stabilize the interaction, whereas in the PSGof PSD-95, CRIPT
peptide binding to PDZ3 appears to destabilize the interaction. A
second major difference between PSD-95 and ZO-1 MAGUK
PSGs is that the ZO-1 PDZ3 domain occupies a completely
different space than the PSD-95 PDZ3 domains in the ensemble
(Figure S5). A third difference is that, in the ZO-1 complex struc-
tures, the peptide binding face of PDZ3 points out toward
solution, away from the SH3 domain, in contrast to the primary
orientation of PDZ3 in PSD-95. A final difference between these
two proteins is that, in ZO-1, there is almost no linker between
PDZ3 and SH3 (the linker is only several residues); hence, these
domains must be kept in close proximity.
Interdomain Allostery in PSD-95
One of the important questions for MAGUKs is how they achieve
allostery, particularly for communication between PDZ3 and GK
domains (Brenman et al., 1998; Qian and Prehoda, 2006). Direct
PRE measurements, as well as Rosetta modeling, indicate that
PDZ3 does not interact directly with the protein interaction site
on the GK domain, pointing to a mechanism involving informa-
tion transduction through the PSG core structure. From our
model ensemble (Figure 5), the SH3 domain (including Hook
subdomain) is the likely mediator of interdomain allostery, since
it lies between PDZ3 and GK domains. Furthermore, the flexible
Hook subdomain appears to be able to make direct contacts
with both PDZ3 and GK; hence, we now consider this region in
greater detail.
An interesting difference among the MAGUK proteins is the
length of the Hook subdomain. For example, the Hook regions
of SAP97 and dDlg1 are 20 and 60 residues longer than in
PSD-95, respectively. In the case of SAP97, the Hook subdo-
main inhibits interaction of the GK domain with GKAP, with the
extent of inhibition proportional to the length of the Hook (Wu
et al., 2000). In the case of dDlg1, the Hook also has an inhibitory
effect, in this case, on binding of GukHolder to GK (Qian and
Prehoda, 2006); deletion of the Hook and mutations in the hinge
by which it attaches to SH3 result in continuous activation of
GukHolder binding (Marcette et al., 2009). Furthermore, as
mentioned earlier, PDZ3 promotes GK binding to its partner in
dDlg1, whereas it interferes with GK binding in PSD-95 (Brenman
et al., 1998; Qian and Prehoda, 2006). This opposite behavior
between dDlg1 and PSD-95 may be due to the dramatically
different Hook lengths and/or the presence of the so-called
‘‘insert 3’’ region (Marcette et al., 2009).
Based on the aforementioned, and combined with our
findings here, we propose that the Hook subdomain (residues
490–522) and PDZ3-SH3 linker (residues 406–429) are flexible
elements that mediate interdomain allostery in PSD-95 and other
related MAGUKs. As the primary mechanism, the Hook subdo-
main exists partially as a semiordered region, as observed in
1KJW and 1JXO, and partially as a dynamic coil that transiently
interacts with various locations across the SH3-GK surface.
The flexible Hook coil provides a basis for saturation of W499
and W507 (Figure 6) by various MTSL probes, although intrinsic
flexibility in the SH3 and GK domains could also contribute to
bringing MTSL sites closer to Hook residues. As a secondary
mechanism, based on the Rosetta-derived ensemble, the
PDZ3-SH3 linker facilitates docking of PDZ3 on to the Hook,402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 409
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Hook domain facilitates binding of GK to MAP1a (Brenman
et al., 1998), the PDZ3-SH3 linker negatively and allosterically
regulates MAP1a binding. It is interesting that this effect is
reversed in dDlg1 for GK binding to GukHolder (Qian and
Prehoda, 2006).
Conclusions
MAGUK scaffolding proteins operate through dynamic associa-
tions with a multitude of signaling partners. A major challenge is
to visualize the conformations of MAGUKs and to understand
how the domains collectively communicate as a means of
integrating biological signals. Here, we have made low- and
high-resolution measurements of PSD-95 conformation in solu-
tion and modeled the primary unliganded conformation of the
PDZ3-SH3-GK (PSG) fragment using Rosetta and FloppyTail.
The PSG MAGUK core forms a predominantly linear domain
arrangement, with the PDZ3 binding face making contact with
the SH3 domain and Hook subdomain. This association is loose,
such that PDZ3 exhibits independent domain motion relative to
SH3-GK. The PDZ3-SH3 (PS) interaction is weakened by PDZ3
ligand binding and phosphorylation of residues at the domain
border of PDZ3 and in the linker: Y397, S415, and S418. The
PS linker appears to be ‘‘sticky,’’ as it naturally draws PDZ3
toward SH3-Hook. The Hook domain itself is extremely flexible
as shown by strong, long-range PREs from distant sites on the
SH3-GK surface. Such translational movement of the Hook is
postulated to mediate allosteric communication between PDZ3
and GK and may also do so in other MAGUKs. In addition to
facilitating allostery, the elastic association between PDZ3 and
SH3-GK may serve to regulate the overall length of PSD-95,
which may be an important parameter for dynamic remodeling
of the PSD. Structural characterization of flexible multidomain
proteins presents a formidable challenge to structural biology.
The combination of short- and long-range NMR constraints,
paired with the FloppyTail module of Rosetta, has allowed the
intrinsic and dynamic self-assembly of the MAGUK core of
PSD-95 to be observed.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Plasmid Constructs
psd-95 (corresponding to amino acids 61–724) from ratwas used as a template
to make the constructs of this study. All constructs were subcloned into the
pET21a vector with a TEV cleavable N-terminal histidine tag. The amino acid
sequences of the constructs are as follows: PDZ3-SH3 (304–530 plus the
F-strand 712–724, which was connected to PDZ3-SH3 by GSGSGS),
L411A/M412A PDZ3-SH3, and PDZ3-SH3-GK (304–724). To prepare the
mutants for PRE experiments, undesired cysteines were mutated to serines,
and a single cysteine was introduced into the desired site for spin labeling
by the QuickChange mutagenesis PCR. The constructs for MTSL spin
labeling were C445 PDZ3-SH3, W507C PDZ3-SH3, W499C PDZ3-SH3,
PDZ3-SH3-D1D2 (in which two regions corresponding to EYSRFE and
LMNSSLGSGTASLR were replaced by GS repeats), C445 PDZ3-SH3-GK,
Y604C PDZ3-SH3-GK, and S696C PDZ3-SH3-GK. All PDZ3-SH3 constructs
included the F strand (discussed earlier).
Protein Expression and Purification
Transformed E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells were grown at 37C in lysogeny broth
medium or M9 minimal media containing appropriate isotopes. When cell
density reached an optical density 600 (OD600) of 0.6, isopropyl b-D-1-thioga-
lactopyranoside was added to a final concentration of 1 mM. Cells were then410 Structure 21, 402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righgrown for another 16 hr at 22C, harvested by centrifugation, and stored
at 80C until use.
All proteins were purified using the following protocol. Cell pellets were
resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100,
25 mM imidazole, and 1 mg/ml lysozyme. The resuspended cells were sub-
jected to three freeze-thaw cycles prior to sonication, followed by 40 min
centrifugation at 13,000 rpm. The centrifuged cell lysate was loaded to a
Ni-NTA column (QIAGEN) and eluted with 500 mM imidazole. Fractions con-
taining overexpressed protein were pooled and mixed with TEV protease at
a final concentration of 25 mg/ml. The cleavage reactionwas dialyzed overnight
against 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 20 mM NaCl, and 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT).
Uncleaved species were typically not detected by SDS-PAGE after dialysis.
Cleaved samples were further purified by ion exchange chromatography
(Source 15Q, GE Healthcare), followed by reloading onto a Ni-NTA column
to remove TEV and remaining uncleaved protein. Protein samples were further
polished by a size exclusion column (Sephadex G-75, GE Healthcare) equili-
brated in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, and
2.0 mM DTT. The identity and purity of proteins were verified by SDS-PAGE.
Protein concentrations were determined by UV absorption using extinction
coefficients calculated by the ExPASy-ProtParam tool.
Peptide Synthesis
A peptide corresponding to the seven C-terminal residues of CRIPT (Ac-
NYKQTSV-COOH) was synthesized and purified as previously reported (Petit
et al., 2009). The identity and purity of the peptide was verified by mass spec-
troscopy. The concentration of the peptide was determined from UV absorp-
tion with the extinction coefficient calculated by the ExPASy-ProtParam tool.
HSQC
The TROSY-HSQC spectrum of PDZ3-SH3-GK was collected with 16 tran-
sients on a 700 MHz Varian NMR spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe.
The number of complex data points for 1H and 15N dimensions were 1,024
and 370, respectively. Protein samples were dissolved in 50 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, and 10% D2O, to a final concentration of
0.4 mM. All NMR data were processed with NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995),
and peak intensities were measured using NMRViewJ (Johnson, 2004).
PRE Measurements
For preparation of PRE samples, DTT was removed from protein stocks with
a desalting column (Sephadex G-25, GE Healthcare). Protein samples were
then diluted to a final concentration of 20 mM to minimize intermolecular disul-
fide formation. The nitroxide spin label MTSL (Toronto Research Chemicals)
was gradually titrated into the sample solution to a 4-fold excess. Reactions
were placed at 4C overnight or room temperature for 2 hr, and surplus
MTSL was removed by desalting column. Freshly made MTSL-labeled
samples were used immediately for PRE measurements to avoid undesired
chemical reactions such as dimerization or loss/deactivation of spin label.
To prevent intermolecular PREs, protein samples were concentrated to no
higher than 0.3 mM. Diamagnetic samples were made by adding 5 ml of pH-
adjusted ascorbic acid stock solution (1 M) into the paramagnetic samples.
NMR data were acquired at 600 or 700 MHz instruments.
For iPRE measurements, peak intensities (I) were used from TROSY-HSQC
spectra (with 32 transients) collected at 700 MHz for para- and diamagnetic
states. The same experimental parameters were used for both para- and
diamagnetic spectra. The iPRE was calculated as
1 Ipara
1:013 Idia
;
where the constant 1.01 corrects for the 1%dilution of the diamagnetic sample
upon addition of ascorbic acid. For rPRE measurements, 1H transverse
relaxation rates of paramagnetic and diamagnetic states were measured
using previously reported pulse sequences (Donaldson et al., 2001; Iwahara
et al., 2007). Relaxation delays were set to 0.013, 0.020, 0.030, and
0.040 s, of which the 0.013 s delay was duplicated to estimate error.
Absolute 1H R2 values (= 1/T2) were determined by nonlinear least-squares
fitting of the relaxation decays. rPRE rates were obtained by subtracting the
diamagnetic from paramagnetic rates.ts reserved
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PDZ3-SH3 and L411A/M412A PDZ3-SH3 were dissolved in 50 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, and 10% D2O, to a final concentration of
0.5 mM. T2 relaxation data were collected at 500 MHz equipped with a cryo-
genic probe. T2 relaxation delays were set to 0.00788, 0.12608, 0.05516,
0.0157, 0.03152, 0.07092, 0.02364, 0.09456, and 0.03940 s, where bold times
correspond to duplicate points for error estimation. T2 differences were calcu-
lated as
DT2 =T
L411A=M412A
2  TWT2 :
SAXS
All protein samples used for SAXS were dialyzed for 48 hr against 50 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, and 1.25% glycerol. Samples were
prepared at three or more concentrations to detect potential aggregation or
oligomerization. For apo PDZ3-SH3-GK (PSG), the dialysis buffer was used
as a blank, and protein samples were made at concentrations of 0.8, 1.7,
and 2.7 mg/ml. For bound PSG, CRIPT was added into PSG samples to a final
peptide concentration of 0.5 mM. The protein-peptide mixture was applied to
a spin column with a 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff membrane. The filtrate
was returned to upper reservoir and repeated twice to wash/equilibrate the
membrane. The final filtrate was used as blank for these CRIPT-bound PSG
complexes. CRIPT-bound PSG samples were concentrated to protein
concentrations of 0.8, 1.6, and 3.6 mg/ml.
Immediately prior to SAXS irradiation, all samples were centrifuged for 5 min
at 13,000 rpm. Data were collected at the 12-ID-B beamline at the Advanced
Photon Source (Argonne, Chicago, IL, USA) using a wavelength of 1.033 A˚.
Each sample was scanned 20 times using a flow cell at 25C, and the exposure
time for each scan was 10 s. No radiation damage was detected.
The two-dimensional scattering images were azimuthally integrated to
generated one-dimensional (1D) curves, which were subsequently averaged
to yield a single scattering curve. Buffer subtraction was performed using
PRIMUS, and the coefficient for buffer subtraction was calculated by 1 cf,
where f is the protein partial specific volume (0.0073 ml/g) (Sober and
Chemical Rubber Company, 1970) and c is the protein concentration in
milligrams per milliliter. Guinier analysis was performed using autorgqw in
PRIMUS up to a Rgq value of 1.3, where Rg is the radius of gyration, along
with discarding very low q points close to the beam stop (Petoukhov et al.,
2007). Values of Rg at different concentrations were essentially identical, indi-
cating that both samples were monodispersed (Table S1).
To characterize the conformational properties of PDZ3-SH3-GK, the EOM
was used (Bernado´ et al., 2007). SAXS data collected at the lowest concentra-
tions (0.8 mg/ml) were used for EOM analysis. The crystal structures of PDZ3
(1BFE, residues 304–402) and SH3-GK (1KJW, residues 430–724) (McGee
et al., 2001; Tavares et al., 2001) were used as input domains for EOM. The
linker between PDZ3 and SH3, residues 403–429, was treated as flexible. A
total of 10,000 structures were first generated by RanCh, and a genetic algo-
rithm was carried out by GAJOE to select the subensemble that best fitted the
scattering curves (Bernado´ et al., 2007).
Rosetta Simulation
To model the structure of PDZ3-SH3-GK, a modified version of the FloppyTail
protocol within the Rosetta framework was used (Leaver-Fay et al., 2011;
Kleiger et al., 2009). Modifications from the original version were minor and
included changes to properly detect new interactions formed by the motion
of the flexible PDZ3-SH3 linker and the ability to use constraints during the
full-atom phase of the protocol. Constraints were used extensively to incorpo-
rate experimental data into the modeling, as described later.
PDZ3 residues experiencing significant CSPs (>0.10 ppm) were constrained
to contact non-PDZ residues, i.e., the PDZ3/SH3 linker and SH3-GK (residues
410–724). Since only surface residues are available to interact with PDZ3, the
SH3-GK residues were filtered by NACCESS (Lee and Richards, 1971;
Hubbard et al., 1991). The residues with solvent-exposed surface >10% of
the total surface were selected as candidates for PDZ3 interaction. Since
PDZ3 is not docked into the MAP1a binding groove (see Results), the residues
around 20 A˚ of Y604 (MAP1a binding groove) were excluded from the
candidate pool. Because the chemical shift data do not specify which pairsStructure 21,of residues interact, ambiguous constraints were used to instruct Rosetta to
favor any of the possible interacting pairs.
The score penalty for these chemical shift constraints was evaluated as
a function of the distance between atom pairs between the amide HN of
PDZ3 and the Ca of the candidate residues. The lower boundaries of the
constraints were set as 0, and the upper boundaries depend on the type of
the candidate residues, i.e., the maximum atom-pair distance that can be
found in the candidate residue. The energetic penalty was evaluated by
Rosetta’s ‘‘bounded’’ function:
fðxÞ=
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

x  lb
sd
2
; x<lb
0; lb<x<ub
x  ub
sd
2
; ub<x<ub+ rswitch3 sd
1
sd
½x  ðub+ rswitch3 sdÞ+ ðrswitchÞ2; x>ub+ rswitch3 sd
;
where lb and ub are lower and upper boundaries, sd is the standard deviation
and rswitch was set as 0.5 for continuous secondary derivative. The CSP
constraints were weighted in proportion to their magnitudes. Additionally,
the score penalty was capped at 10Rosetta energy units to prevent the penalty
of badly unfulfilled constraints from growing too large.
More distance constraints (Iwahara et al., 2007) were derived from the 1H
transverse PRE rates (rPREs) measured with C445 PSG and W499C PS
MTSL labeling. Bleached resonances (those too weak to fit transverse PRE
rates or those with iPREs >0.85) were assigned an upper distance of 12 A˚.
Distance constraints for residues with measurable rPREs (indicated below
by G2) were calculated using the Solomon-Bloembergen equations (Clore
and Iwahara, 2009):
G2 = R2;para  R2;dia = 1
15
m0
4p
2
g2Hg
2m2BSðS+ 1Þr6tc
(
4+
3
1+ ðutcÞ2
)
tc =

t1r + t
1
s
1
;
in which gH is the gyromagnetic ratio of proton, S is the spin quantum number
for electrons (1/2), u/2p is the proton Larmor frequency, r is the distance from
paramagnetic center to the amide proton, tc is the correlation time, tr is the
protein rotational correlation time, and ts is the electron relaxation time.
Because ts
1 is much smaller than tr
1, tc is approximated by protein rota-
tional correlation time tr, i.e., tc z tr. The tc was 15 ns for the simulation.
The errors in distance constraints were derived from either the errors in trans-
verse relaxation rates, or arbitrarily assigned to be ±4 A˚, whichever were
larger. In lieu of modeling the PRE chemical label, PRE-derived distances
were converted into measurements between backbone amide hydrogens.
The constraint score was evaluated using the same ‘‘bounded’’ function as
before, also capped at 10 Rosetta energy units.
A third set of constraints were used to ensure that residues 400–403 main-
tained a helical conformation during the modeling. Backbone torsion angles of
these residues were constrained with a harmonic potential to remain helical.
Fragment generation was also biased to prefer helical fragments in this region.
The PDZ3 crystal structure (1BFE, 304–402) and the SH3-GK crystal
structure (1KJW, 430–724) were used in modeling. The two domains were
connected by a flexible linker (residues 403–429) with an extended initial
conformation. The FloppyTail protocol uses Monte Carlo simulations to
sample conformation space (Kleiger et al., 2009). Perturbation and refinement
cycles numbered 10,000 and 4,500 cycles, respectively. Docking of PDZ3 and
linker on to the SH3-GK crystal structure was carried out in two rounds of
FloppyTail, in which the top scoring models from the first round were used
to seed the second round. The first round started from a model with an
extended linker. The top 200 models from the first round of 50,000 structures
were used to seed a second round starting from good scoring collapsed
linkers. The top ten structures from distinct seeds from the second round
are shown in Figure 5 to represent the ensemble.402–413, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 411
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